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ABOUT BRANDON

BRANDON SCHUST
 

DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY,
DEVELOPMENT 

Cvent, Inc.

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “PERSEVERANCE.”
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Over the course of his career, Brandon Schust has implemented hundreds of 
.Net/C#/Java built Products and Applications in various systems in an array 
of software models. He specializes in converting existing web and back office 
development teams to an agile methodology and reorganization of software 
engineering process.

Brandon’s strengths include defining software development, IT operations, and 
infrastructure architecture. He has been called a visionary leader who is skilled in 
designing current and future enterprise infrastructure needs. He is an advocate and 
recruiter for merging seasoned talent into existing businesses in order to accelerate 
client requests turnaround and grow product offering.

Brandon has honed his skills through years of defining and implementing many 
industry standard hardware and server software platforms from HP, Dell, Cisco and 
F5 to every flavor and form of the VMware, Linux and Microsoft products. He has 
overseen and participated in multiple acquisitions, divestitures and recapitalizations 
while maintaining existing company objectives, products and clients workflows.
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WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY

Brandon is a highly intelligent and driven leader who is a pleasure to work with. He is 
always professional and always has the best interests of his company in mind. –James P

I have had the privilege of working with Brandon for over 10 years and multiple 
companies building excellent, high functioning teams. Brandon is the most well 
rounded leader I have ever worked with. He has an enormous amount of infrastructure, 
development and leadership knowledge. –Kiley R.

Remover of obstacles is the phrase the comes to mind when I think about Brandon. 
If there is any difficulty or blocker preventing work getting done Brandon swiftly and 
effectively handles it in a very professional manner. It is a rare opportunity to work with a 
VP who is also a coach and a mentor as Brandon is. –Michael S
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